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From the point where the range of Brownian motion attains a target value we define, looking both 
backward and forward, a decomposition of the path into pieces for which the extremities give the two 
extremal ordinates. Explicit joint laws for the duration and width of the pieces have a simple form. 
Moved to start at the origin and taken in absolute value, the pieces are shown to be, conditionally on 
their widths, independent BES’(0) processes run until they first hit the respective widths. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifcarions: 60H17, 6OE99. 
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1. Introduction 
Of the many relations between Brownian motion and BES3(0), results of Williams 
and Pitman conveniently found as Theorems (3.5), p. 234, (3.11), p. 237, and (4.5), 
p. 461, in Revuz and Yor (1991) are particularly striking. Thus for instance, the part 
of the Brownian path extending from the last zero before the first passage at x > 0 
to the time of this passage has the law of BES3(0) considered up to its first hit of 
x. In a different direction Pitman (1983) has described the convex minorant of the 
Brownian path in terms of two sequences of vertices counted from a reference vertex 
determined by an arbitrary reference slope of the minorant. In a similar vein we 
shall decompose here the Brownian path into a forward and a backward sequence 
of successive ‘extremal’ pieces which are counted from an arbitrary target value of 
the range and which behave, when transported to start at the origin and considered 
in absolute value, like independent BES3(0) processes up to appropriate hitting 
times. Work in part closely related is in Vallois (1991, 1992). 
Throughout, X = {X,, t 2 0} is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion with 
X0 = 0, M, = sup{X,: s s t}, m, = inf{X,: s s t} and R, = M, - m,. Analogous notation 
is used when the subscripts are random times. We fix an arbitrary c> 0 and let 
0 = inf{.s: R, Z c}. 
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Two sequences 8 > 0,> 0_, > IL,> . . ’ and 13 s 0, < 6)* <. * . of times of (local) 
extrema are then defined, where 8_, -+ 0 and 8, +OO as n +oo. Two symmetric 
situations arise according as X0 < 0 or X, > 0. For simplicity of exposition we give 
the definitions for the case X, < 0 (Figure 1). The backward sequence is then obtained 
by letting 
(i) B0 = inf{s < 0: X, = n/r,}, 
(ii) e_, = inf{s < eo: X,y = moo},>, 
(iii) e_2 = inf{s < ekl : X, = MB_,}, 
and repeating thereafter alternately steps (ii) and (iii) with indices on 0 diminished 
by 2 at each round. 
The definition of the forward sequence is via auxiliary stopping times: 
(iv) write ~~ = inf{s > 0,: X, > X0,} and let 0, = inf{s > 0,: X,q = m,,}, 
(v) write T* = inf{s > 8r : X, < X0,} and let e2 = inf{s > 8, : X., = M,,}, 
then repeat steps (iv) and (v) alternately, increasing each time by 2 the indices for 
8’s and 7’s. We let 
pu, =X0,,, un = e,+, - e,, 77, = IP~+, 7-4, ?lEZ. (1.1) 
In the next section the joint density for a finite string of consecutive pairs (g{,, nj) 
is obtained, using the rather elementary approach described in Imhof and Kiimmer- 
ling (1986). We briefly recall facts that will be needed. For t > 0 and x E IR we write 
p(t; x) = (2lTt)_ “2 exp{-x*/(2t)}, g( t; x) = -(d/dx)p(t; x) and define for y f 0, 
p(t; x, Y) = c p(t; x+2ny), at; x, y) = -; P(f; 4 Y). (1.2) 
nta 
If for x # 0, T(X) = inf{s > 0: X, = x}, then P(T(x) E dt) = g(t; (xl) dt while for xy > 0, 
IxI< Ibl? 
g(t; 1x1, I)# dt = P(T(X)Edt, T(X-y)> t). (1.3) 
Fig. 1. The set-up of Section 1. 
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If x > 0 > z and x > y > z one has relative to M, and the time cp, = inf{s > 0: X, = ,/rl} 
the density factorization “with taboo z”, for 0 < s < t, 
P( M, E dx, X, E dy, p, E ds, m, > z) 
=g(s;x;x-z)2g(t-s;x-y,x-z)dxdyds. (1.4) 
The function defined for t, y > 0 and arbitrary r E (0, t) by 
c(t; Y) = g(r; x, Y)g(t - r; Y -x, Y) dx (1.9 
satisfies 
4t; Y) =: At; Y,Y) (1.6) 
and has the scaling property 
e( t; y) = yP3e( ry-2; 1). 
The interpretation (1.3) implies for 0 < x < y, 
5 
Cc 
s(t;x,c,)dt=(y-x)/y, 
0 
and one has 
i 
CC 
e(t; y) dt = 1/(2y). 
0 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
In fact, if Y stands for a BES3(0) process and ry(y) = inf{s > 0: Y, > y}, then 
P(~~(y)~dt)=2ye(t;y)dt. (1.10) 
2. The basic joint density 
We first look at X until 0. 
Lemma 1. There holds for 0 < to < t and 0 < u. < c, 
P(~,~dt0,~.,~du0,8~dt)=g(t0;u0,c)2e(t-t0;c)dt0du0dt. (2.1) 
Proof. Let r > 0 be a fixed time, and 0 < to < r < t. The Markov property can then 
be applied at time r and gives for u. - c <x < uo, 
P(Oo~dto,~o~duo,X,.~dx,O~dt)/dtoduodxdt 
=g(to; uo, c)2g(r-to; u,-x, c)g(t-r; c-uo+x, c), 
where (1.4) has been used for the O-to-r part of the path and (1.3) for the r-to-t 
part. Integration in x gives the result according to (1.5). 0 
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Marginals are deduced at once: taking into account the symmetric situation 
-c<uO<O one has in view of (1.9), then (1.8), for O<tO and O<lu,l<c, 
P(eo~dto,ELoCdUO)=~g(fe; Iuol,c)dtoduo. (2.2) 
P(~u,~du,)=du,(c-lu,l)/c2. (2.3) 
Application of (1.2) in (2.2) also gives 
P(B,,Edt,J=;[&;O,c)-p(fu;c,c)]dt,,. (2.4) 
This probability density over (0, ~0) has Laplace transform (tanh($c)m)/($cfi). 
Knight (1969) obtained it as density for the instant of the last zero before G-(&Z) A
r( -$c). Vallois (1992) gives a path construction explaining in particular this equality 
of laws. 
It will now be quite easy to write down the joint density for {(ai, vj), j = -i, -i + 
1 >.--, k} where i> 0 and ka0. This can be done by first including the ‘nuisance 
variables’ &, puo and then marginalizing. The result is clear once a limited case like 
i = 1, k = 0, has been examined. 
Lemma 2. Fur O<s_,<t,, O<s, and O<u,<y_,<c<y, one has 
P((~-,~d~-~,~-~~dy-~,~~~dt~,~~~du~,u~~ds~,~~~dy~)/ds_,~~~dy, 
= E(ks-l; y-, - uo,y-lPe(s-l; y-,P4so; ~0) k. 
Proof. As in Lemma 1, it is clear that for any piece of path corresponding to a first 
passage at some level x+ z (z # 0) a time ZI after its previous last visit to x there 
corresponds in a joint density like (2.5) a factor e(v; 1~1). When in addition this first 
passage or last visit constitutes a local extremum as is here the case at times to - s-, 
and to, there comes from (1.4) a factor 2 (which we write, like already in (1.4), “in 
its proper place in time”). Using (1.3) for the pre-( to- sl) part of the path, this 
justifies all but the last factor in the right-hand member of (2.5). In similar fashion, 
however, if the variable 7, is added at argument to+ so+ s in the left of (2.5), then 
a final factor 2e(s; yO) appears on the right in place of l/y,, which is then obtained 
by integration over s > 0. q 
Propertyl. ForO<s,,j=-i,-i+l,...,kandO<y_,<...<y_,<c<y,<...<yk 
there holds when i > 0, k > 0, 
/ 
k 
P(ojEdsj, n,Edyj, j=-i, -i+l,..., k) n (ds, dyj) 
j=-i 
=.I-, i {2e(sj; Yj)}/Yk. 
j=-i 
(2.6) 
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Proof. Add first in the left-hand member the variables B0 and j..~~ at arguments to 
and u,> 0, so that 0-i and j.-, have values t_j = t,-s-, -. * . -s_~ > 0 and u_~ = 
u,-yl+y,-. . .(-l)‘~_~. Then like in (2.5) one has for O< u_~<Y-~ if i is even and 
0 > u-i > y-i if i is odd, 
= E(t-ii lU-ijr Y-i> I? {2e(sj; Yj)llYk- j=-, 
Marginalization with respect to j.~,,> 0 amounts to integration of the initial factor 
in 1~~1 from 0 to Y_~. It thus replaces this initial factor with p(tLi; 0, y-,) - 
J?( t_; ; Y_~, Y_~). The result must be doubled to account for the symmetric case /.L~ < 0. 
Integration over fpi > 0 which amounts to marginalization with respect to B0 gives 
when referring to the probability density (2.4) the initial factor y_i in (2.6). 0 
One can now in particular single out the pre-f+, and post-8, densities. 
Corollary 1. (i) For 0 <yPi < . . * <Y_~ < c and all si > 0, 
P(ajEdsj,rliEdyj,j=-i,...,-1) 
/ 
z (d+dE) 
j=-i 
=y ,c. {24sj; Yj)>. 
J ’ 
(ii) For c<y,,c. .*<y,andallsj>O, 
P(a;-dsj,‘liEdyj,j=O,...,k) 
I 
ii (dsjdyj) 
j=O 
= c ii {ze(sj; yj)}/yk. 
j=O 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(iii) The two sequences {(ai, r]l), j = -1, -2, . . .} and {(aj, vi), j = 0, 1,2, . . .} are 
independent. 
Proof. Take k=O in (2.6). The factor 2e(s,; yO)/yO, integrated first over s,>O, is 
replaced according to (1.9) by a factor y02 which must then be integrated over 
y,,> c, giving (2.7). Next take i = 1 in (2.6), and integrate the factor y_,2e(s_, ; Y_~) 
over s-, > 0, 0 <y_, < c to obtain (2.8). Independence in (iii) is clear as (2.6) is the 
product of (2.7) and (2.8). 0 
Using Corollary 1, one can describe more specifically the durations and amplitudes 
of the pieces of the Brownian path extending from 0, to 0,+, called here oscillations 
of the path. 
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3. Durations and amplitudes in the two sequences of oscillations 
Property 2. The twosequences {(T-,, rlmn), n = 1,2,. . .} and {(a,,, r],), n =O, 1,2,. . .} 
are temporally homogeneous, transient Markov chains with transition densities and 
entrance laws given for s > 0 by 
1 
- P(E, E ds, r]_, E dy 1 T_~+, =x) = Zye(s; y)/x, 
ds dy 
(3.1) 
when O<y<x<candn>l, 
1 
-P(u_,E~~, v_1Edy)=2ye(s; y)/c, O<y<c, 
ds dy 
(3.2) 
1 
- p(a, E ds, rln E dy 1 q)7n-1 = x) = 2x4s; Y)/Y, 
ds dy 
whenc<x<yandn>l, andjnally 
1 
-P(a,~ds,~,~dy)=2ce(s; y)/y, c<y. 
ds dy 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof. Dividing (2.7) for i = n with the same for i = n - 1 gives (3.1), while (3.2) is 
the particular case i = 1 of (2.7). Similarly, (2.8) gives (3.3), (3.4). 0 
Corollary 2. Let Q, be the standard normal distribution function and G, H be the 
distribution functions over (0, CO) given by 
G(z)=& n>O 
-z 1 (2n + l)-‘[l -exp{-(2n + 1)2/(2z2)}], 
H(z) = 1-G 1 (-1)“P’[@(nz)-4]/(nz). 
na1 
Lets>O. Forn>l and O<y<x<conehas 
~(a-, s s, rl_, s y ( q_,,+l = x) = f G(&/y), 
whilefornzl andc<x<yonehas 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Proof. To obtain (3.5), notice that (3.1) first gives, using (1.6), P(a_, s s, q-,, E 
dy( vpn+l = x) = 2YP(& y, Y)lX. Term by term integration using p(s; y, y) = 
2 LO p(s; (2n + 1)~) easily give (3.5). Next, it is shown by Imhof and Kiimmerling 
(1986, Section 4) that the right-hand member of (3.3) is the joint density for the 
duration until its maximum and value of this maximum in the Brownian excursion 
across T(X) (or in the generic Brownian excursion conditioned to a maximum >x), 
and (3.6) is given there. 0 
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Notice from (3.2) and (3.4) that for n = 1, one must in (3.5) suppress the condition- 
ing and replace x by c. The same applies for n = 0 in (3.6). 
Remark 1. It is easily checked that f(x) = a x-*. [ 1 - exp( -ix*)] is a probability 
density over (0, CO). Its integral is approximated, using steps of 2/z, by G(z) = 
(2/z) Cnz,, f((2n + 1)/z), which indicates that G(0) = 0, G(a) = 1 and renders 
monotonicity plausible. 
Remark 2. Proceeding in a way similar to that used in Section 4 of Imhof and 
Kiimmerling (1986), one can show that the right-hand member 2ye(s; JJ)/X of (3.1) 
is (for x fixed) the density at (s, v) for the duration until the maximum and value 
of the maximum in the highest Brownian excursion before r(x), or in the generic 
excursion conditioned to a maximum <x to which (3.5) can thus be transposed. 
The very simple analogues of (2.7), (2.8) and Property 2, relative only to the 
amplitudes nj are given below. Using (1.9), marginalizations are immediate and one 
can also make s+a in (3.5), (3.6). One obtains the following. 
Property 3. (i) For n > 1 and 0 < y-, < * * . < y-, < c, 
P(T_~ E dy_,, . . . , T_, E dy_,)/dy_; + .dy_, = (cY_~+, . . .y-,)-I, 
(ii) The Markov chain v_, , vp2,. . . has uniform transition laws 
P(T- n4rl-n+,)=ylx, O<Y<X<C, 
and r]_, is untform over (0, c). 
(iii) Xke quotients p_, = v-,/c, p-,, = q-,,/+,,+, for n > 1 are i.i.d. with uniform 
law over [0, 11. 
(iv) Forn>O andc<y,<*+*<y,, 
F(WE dy,, . > in E dy,)ldy,= c(y,. . .yn~,y;)~‘. 
(v) The Markov chain v,,, v,, . . . has transition laws 
P(rln~YIrln-,=X)=l-(xlY), c<x<y. 
while r10 has density cye2 over y > c. 
(vi) The quotients p. = ~~/c, p,, = ~7,,/~7~_~ for n > 0 are i.i.d. with density r-* over 
r>l. 0 
Statement (vi) can be recast as follows: the variable In p,, are i.i.d. exp( 1) (that 
is, have density z +-+ exp(-z) over (0, co)), and the sequence {ln( n,,/c), n 3 0) has 
the law of a standard Poisson process of unit rate on (0, CO), as follows from 
%Jc= PO’ . . pn. Alternatively, this behavior can be expressed in terms of records 
(Resnick, 1987, Proposition 4.1). Let {E,, n 20) be a sequence of i.i.d. exp(1) 
variables and V,, = c exp( E,,). For Lo=0 and thereafter L, = 
inf{k> L,_, : V, > I’,__,}, th e successive records are R, = VLn, n 2 0. Then 
{n)7n, nS0) z{R,, nz0). (3.7) 
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4. Brownian path decomposition 
We isolate individual oscillations taken as positive processes starting at the origin 
by setting 
X~n~={~XB,,+s-XB,,~,O~S~~~}, rrEZ. (4.1) 
Previous remarks suggest that X’“’ can be viewed as the pre-maximum part of an 
excursion conditioned to a maximum <nn+r if n < -1 (cc if n = -l), respectively 
>qn-r if n > 0 (>c if n = 0). Introduce therefore 
--2 cJ-*=K,c ) a_, = U_,~12,+,, n = 2,3,. . . ) 
-2 cY,=u,c , -2 an = unrln-1, n=l,2,... . 
Changing in (2.7) from the variables {(Vj, nj), j= -i,. . . , -l} to {(LYJ, p,), j= 
-i,..., -l} and in (2.8) from {a,, nj), j = 1,. . . , k} to {(cyi, p,), j = 1,. . . , k} is 
straightforward. Using (1.7) one obtains 
P(ajEdaj,pjEdrj,j=-i,...,-l)= z {2rje(aj;rj)dajdrj}, 
j=-i 
P( aj E daj, pi E dr,, j = 0, . . . , k) = fi {2rje(aj; rj) dajri2 dr,}. 
j=O 
Comparison with (iii) and (vi) of Property 3 shows that conditionally on pi = 5, 
j=-i,..., -1, the corresponding aj are independent with aj 2 Ty(rj), and that the 
sameistrueforj=O,...,k,foralli>Oandk~O. 
An alternative description is obtained when each 0-j is conditioned on 7j. Using 
(1.9)oneobtainsfrom(2.6)fori>O,k~OandO<Y~i<~~~<Y~,<c<Y,<~~~<Y,, 
P(njEdYj, j=-i,-i-Cl,..., k) 
/ 
;I dYj 
j--i 
1 
= 
Y-i+1. . .Y,-,Y:’ 
Therefore 
P(uj E ds,, j = -i, . . . , k)vj=yj, j=-i,...,k) 
= fi {2yje(sj; y,) ds,}. 
j--i 
(4.2) 
Thus, conditionally on the values of the nj’s, the uj’s are independent with the laws 
of BES3(0) hitting times of these values. The following is now natural. 
Theorem. Let Y’“‘, n E Z be independent BES3(0) processes. Let Q,,, n = -1, -2, . . . , 
be a sequence of random variables where Q_, is uniform over [0, c] and given Q,,+, = X, 
Q,, is uniform over [0, x], n = -2, -3,. . . . Let R,,, R,, R,, . . . be the sequence of 
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record variables in (3.7). Assume the sequences of Y’s, Q’s and R’s to be independent. 
Write yn = T~(“)( Qn) for n = - 1, -2, . . . and -yn = T ,‘“‘( R,) for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 7hen 
{X’“‘, n E Z} g{ Y’“‘[O, m], n E Z}. 
Proof. It follows from Property 3 that {* . . Q-z, Q_, , R,,, R, , . . .} z {q,, n E Z}. Now 
if, for a value j, one adds to the specification “pi E dsj, nj E dy,” on the left of (2.6) 
the finite dimensional one “IXV,+Vk - Xc,/ E dz,, k = 1, . . _ , I” where 0 < v, < . . . < v, < 
sjil - sj and all z, are in (0, y,), the effect is to replace the factor e(sj; yj) on the 
right of (2.6) and (4.2) by a product of transition densities which coincides when 
including the factor 2yj with (Y is BES3(0)) 
P( YU, E dz,, k = 1,. . . , Z, ry(yj) E ds,)/dz, . . .ds,, 
as is written out in detail for the proof of Theorem 2 in Imhof (1985). The conclusion 
follows. 0 
The above theorem can clearly be used to construct the Brownian path from 
BES3(0) pieces. Choose in the plane the positive direction of time (and hence of 
space), choose an arbitrary point (to become (&, CL,,) as determined by c), flip a 
fair coin to opt between p0 > 0 and pLo < 0. If, say p. < 0, put end-to-end from the 
chosen point of Yco’[O, ~~1, - Y”‘[O, rr], etc. alternating signs. Do the same, reversing 
the direction of time, with Y’-“[O, Y_~], - Y’-“[O, Y_~], etc. It is known that the 
law of Y[O, ry(y)] is not affected if this process is subjected to a rotation of 7~ and 
given again zero starting value. One has therefore in this way constructed Brownian 
motion. 
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